We fabricate gravitino vertex interactions using as only input on-shell Yang-Mills amplitudes and the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye gauge theory / gravity relations. A useful result of this analysis is simpler tree-level Feynman rules for gravitino scattering than in traditional gauges. All results are explicitly verified until five point scattering.
I. INTRODUCTION
A remarkable and intimate connection between gravity and Yang-Mills amplitudes exist through the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relations [1] . In the field theory limit (α ′ → 0) these relations take the form
Here M Gravity , A i L Yang−Mills , A j R Yang−Mills are gravity and Yang-Mills amplitudes and K ij is a specific function of kinematic invariants depending on the input Yang-Mills amplitudes.
The KLT relations are a widely used tool for computing gravity amplitudes via a recycling of results for Yang-Mills amplitudes. For tree and loop amplitudes KLT can be combined with string theory inspired diagram rules as well as unitarity cut techniques [2] [3] [4] . Recently, inspired by Witten's work [5] , we have seen remarkable progress in Yang-Mills amplitude computations (for recent reviews see [6, 7] ). Via KLT, this progress has fed into gravity yielding a much better understanding of amplitudes . It is now clear that gravity tree amplitudes have additional simplicity in their expressions. In many cases this simplicity appears very naturally from a string theory viewpoint [19, 21-24, 28, 29, 31] . Gravity loop amplitudes also have simple forms and one-loop amplitudes in N = 8 supergravity satisfy a 'no-triangle property' [9, 13, 15] . This no-triangle property was first proven in [21, 23] . No-triangle type of simplifications have been shown to hold even for pure gravity amplitudes [15, 21] and also at the level of multi-loop amplitudes. Specifically, N = 8 supergravity amplitudes have been shown to satisfy very non-trivial cancellations at fourloop level [26] (see also [32] ). Interestingly, KLT relations can be shown to hold regardless of the external matter content of the theory and in arbitrary dimension. KLT relations also hold for effective field theories of gravity [33] [34] [35] . We refer to ref. [36] for a recent review and for further references on KLT and gravity amplitudes.
Although the KLT relations hold at the amplitude level in field theory, such relations have no natural framework at the Lagrangian level. It was however shown in a striking paper by Bern and Grant [4] (see also [16] ) that one can construct graviton vertex interactions exclusively using the KLT relations as well as QCD gluon amplitudes as input. In this paper it is our aim to extend their analysis of graviton interactions to gravitinos and demonstrate how compact and factorized gravitino Feynman rules can be fabricated. As in the paper by Bern and Grant we will use the KLT relations together with amplitude expressions from Yang-Mills theory to derive results for vertex rules. As we are considering gravitino amplitudes we need to consider both gluon and fermion amplitudes. All results will be demonstrated to be consistent with those derived via traditional methods.
II. REVIEW OF KLT RELATIONS
Tree amplitudes in gravity theories can be computed using the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian which is given by
We employ conventional metric (+1, −1, −1, −1) and define κ = √ 32πG. In the above equation g denotes the determinant of the metric and R is the Ricci scalar. The term L m contains possible matter interactions involving gravitons and other fields such as e.g.
gravitinos. In order to derive vertex interactions one normally expands g µν around flat space, (i.e. g µν = η µν + κh µν ), make a choice of gauge, and finally derive propagator and vertices from considering terms of order ∼ h 2 , ∼ h 3 , . . . and various matter couplings respectively.
In the text we will let h, h, g and g denote gravitons, gravitinos, gluons and gluinos. We will use the spinor helicity formalism wherever convenient. We define the antisymmetric tensor by ǫ 0123 = +1 and γ 5 by i γ 0 γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 . All momenta in amplitudes are considered to be out-going. We will define
where ¡ pu(p) = 0 and |p ± = C( p ± |) T and C is the charge conjugation matrix (C T = −C,
. Spinors are normalized so that
At times we will use shorthand notation such as
All spinor products are anti-symmetric so that AB = − BA and they are all subject to the Schouten identities
We have p 
External gluinos can in the spinor helicity formalism be represented by either
Polarization vectors for gluons [37, 46] can be defined as
Here q is a reference spinor (we will at times suppress the reference spinors in equations to avoid unnecessary cluttering of expressions). We will construct polarization tensors of the gravitino field viaε
while the polarization tensors of the graviton field will be given by
We will first consider more traditional ways of dealing with gravitino scattering (see e.g. [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] ). Our starting point will be the following matter Lagrangian (L m )
This Lagrangian governs the spin- To make a traditional computation of amplitudes with external gravitinos, one can expand the kinetic part of the Lagrangian (here to lowest order in the graviton field). Discarding the antisymmetric vierbein field gives rise to the following Lagrangian
From this equation it is simple to find vertex factors [44, 45] . E.g. if we have two gravitinos with momentum p ′ and p (Lorentz indices ν and µ) and a graviton leg with momentum q (Lorentz indices α, β) we arrive at (all factors of the coupling constant
III. THE GRAVITINO INTERACTIONS FROM YANG-MILLS THEORY
We will in this section use the KLT relations to construct (spin- ). KLT relations valid up till five points are e.g.:
) . We will use the following Lagrangian for Yang-Mills theory,
where
is the field tensor and g YM is the coupling constant which will be suppressed throughout this paper. A µ denotes here the gluon field and Ψ the gluino field. The generators of the group are normalized by Tr( 
A. Analysis of the four point gravitino amplitude
Inspired by the KLT relations and the analysis by Bern and Grant [4] , we will write a factorized three vertex for two gravitino one graviton scattering as follows
The vertex is also shown diagrammatically below (see fig. 2 ).
Factorization of the gravitino three vertex.
Armed with a candidate for the gravitino three point vertex and a graviton propagator we can proceed to pursue what the four point contact interaction is. To find this we start with the four point amplitude generated by the KLT relation. From this amplitude we subtract all contributions involving the three vertex. What we are left with will form the four point contact vertex contribution. The procedure is illustrated below (see fig. 3 ).
The scheme for obtaining the four vertex through the KLT relations.
We begin by writing out the amplitude
). Using KLT we have
In the above expression we can investigate the pole structure of the gluino part of the expression using the Feynman rules. We only have one diagram because the gluino-gluinogluon vertex is helicity conserving. Thus we have (we have for convenience suppressed the notion of the reference spinors in the polarization tensors and momenta in the vertex factors as well as in the propagators.)
One sees that the prefactor of s 13 from the KLT relations cancels completely in this contribution. Now let us now focus our attention to the gluon part. We will let the Lorentz index of particle i be σ i . There are three contributions corresponding to three distinct Feynman graphs.
) using the above results we have
The first term gives exactly a factorized gravitino vertex structure as suggested by eq. (19) i.e.
but the second term does not appear to do that. This can however be mended by applying the Fierz rearrangement (7),
Using this we can rearrange the gravitino amplitude so that it becomes:
By subtracting from the amplitude the parts with the gravitino three point vertex (19) and the propagator (20) according to our substraction scheme (see fig. 3 ) we have now recovered the structure of the gravitino contact term. It should be kept in mind that there is no s 12 channel diagram because the gravitino-gravitino-graviton vertex is helicity conserving.
FIG. 4. The factorization of the gravitino contact term.
The contact term is shown diagrammatically in fig. 4 . In the figure the helicities are specified. We can rewrite the contact term without reference to the helicities as follows (using eq. 7)
Thus the contact term can be written (again we have here suppressed factors of κ/2)
To leading order inΨ, Ψ and h one can thus instead of (13) use the following interaction Lagrangian:
B. Analysis of two gravitino two graviton amplitude
Let us now turn to the amplitude of two gravitinos and two gravitons
There are four diagrams to be considered. They are shown below in fig. 5 .
To calculate the diagrams (A) and (B), we need in addition to the three vertex with one graviton leg (see (19) ) a propagator for the gravitino. Inspired by (20) and the propagator used in [41] we choose
This propagator is shown diagrammatically in fig. 6 .
FIG. 5. The four diagrams we need to compute the amplitude M 4 (1
The gravitino propagator.
In order to compute diagram (C) we need a graviton three vertex in addition to the already discussed Feynman rules. Here we choose (we have here suppressed factors of κ/2)
which is shown diagrammatically in fig. 7 :
The graviton three vertex.
It is convenient to split the diagrams (A), (B), (C) and (D) into a purely gluonic diagram and a mixed gluon/gluino diagram and let the poles be associated with the purely gluonic diagram (we will defineΠ ≡ ε
and we have suppressed the notion of the momenta in the vertex factors as well as in the propagators for convenience):
We will focus on the gluino parts of these expressions. We get (see fig. 8 ).
The three different gluon/gluino diagrams with cancelled poles.
Using this we can write (A), (B) and (C) as
By inspecting the terms in the parentheses, we notice that each of them consists of the pole diagrams from color-ordered gluon amplitudes. Hence if we add the gluon contact term
by hand we arrive at
If we rewrite X and Y in terms of the gluino/gluon diagrams we have
We can now use that
Thus we can read off the gravitino contact term as i XΠ V
. That correspond to the graviton/gravitino vertex rule (we have again suppressed all factors of κ/2 for convenience).
At the level of the Lagrangian this correspond to
The vertex is shown diagrammatically below (see fig. 9 ).
The factorization of the gravitino-graviton contact term. The vanishing of the five point interaction can also be understood from the perspective of the Lagrangian given the manifest left / right mover separated structure of such a interaction term and the odd number of Lorentz indices which subsequently have to be contracted with each other. However, it is interesting that the KLT inspired formalism yields this result with such ease. Similar arguments appear to hold for interaction terms in the Lagrangian which have four gravitinos and any odd number of gravitons.
In this paper we have extended the analysis of Bern and Grant [4] to gravitino scattering.
Using Yang-Mills theory and the KLT relations as the only input we have derived complete
Feynman rules for gravitino scattering verified until five-point scattering with one external graviton. The Feynman rules derived via KLT have the useful property that they are simpler than results derived from a conventional analysis and they are manifestly factorized into a gluon and a gluino part. It seems clear that the organizational principles induced by KLT rearranges the Lagrangian in useful and simpler ways than traditional gauge choices.
Using a KLT inspired left-right separation of fields as a way to organize and symmetrize vertex interactions is not limited to graviton and gravitino interactions. As a task for future research it would be very interesting to further investigate how KLT possibly could be used to simplify Feynman rules and computations for many other types of matter.
